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Who’s in Control of Your Brand Story?



The book doesn’t only belong to the writer, 
it belongs to the reader as well, and then 
together you make it what it is.

-- Paul Auster, Author
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Our interpretive community
aka audience of a Young Sheldon episode
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How does co-creation work, and how can we align 
with its powerful forces?
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Who’s the monster in this picture? 

So, why does co-creation happen?
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Viewers are not just watching content with ads in it
they are watching ads within a context 
that has interpretive effects on the ads

When we study ad performance 
within entertainment programming, 
we must shift from thinking of the 
programming as simply content 
and think about it instead as a 
meaning-shaping context
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Even the smartest brain 
has limited capacity 
to process stimuli

Why does context actually impacts brand messaging
or, how we find what we are looking for

Attention 
has two distinct System 1 functions: bottom-up attention and top-down attention

responds to externally 
driven stimuli

is based on goals 
and plans
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Top-down attention is a powerful sight-altering force
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Our research question…

If goal-oriented attention is that strong, how does it shape 
what viewers literally ‘see’ when watching ads in an 

entertainment context, and how can brand teams respond?
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We evaluated how ads performed 
in the context of a 30-minute sit-com.

• Newer program
• Popular
• Broad demographic appeal
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We surveyed 1,300 participants, and showed them 
ads inserted into two ad pods during the program.

Program Premium Pod Program Standard Pod Program

Ad Position 1 Ad Position 2 Ad Position 4Ad Position 3 ClutterClutter Clutter

Participants were surveyed after seeing 
the full program with ad breaks. This is a 
measurement of the remembered self. Daniel Kahneman • 2002 Nobel Prize Winner • Behavioral Economics

“The remembered self is sometimes wrong, 
but it is the one that keeps score... 

it is the one that makes decisions”
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Sheldon is disruptive 
in school.

The catch? It's in 
Dallas.

His principal present's 
Sheldon's parents the 
opportunity to send 
Young Sheldon to 
private school for free. 

After some limited 
discussion they 
decided to send 
him.

Both Sheldon and his family struggle with 
the new arrangement.

So his father drives 
to Dallas and brings 
Sheldon home.

The Story:

What type of context does Young Sheldon Provide?

(emotional context)
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Establishing shots Limited cameras, stationary placement Occasional backflashes and break-outs

The Story:

(visual context)

What type of context does Young Sheldon Provide?
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How do we 
measure that?
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Preconscious Filtering

Our Picture Sorts are System 1 tools 
that helps us understand what 
images stick with viewers, and the 
levels of emotion they generate.

The Flow of Attention is a moment-
by-moment measure of what makes 
it through the consciousness filter. 
It helps us understand what's likely 
to be remembered.

The Flow of Emotion is a moment-
by-moment measure of the 
emotional resonance of a piece of 
film. It helps us understand the 
dramatic structure and emotional 
impact of a piece of file.
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The human eye is a search engine, not a camera. It actively 
filters out much of what it sees, using System 1 processes.



The main content is remembered 
at consistent high levels. 

Transitions and shifts will 
fall out slightly.

With limited camera movement, most things 
are remembered at a consistent level.
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The lead-in to the first commercial break establishes the 
story's conflict, but does not create very strong emotions. 
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Case 1: Target
• Strong overall ability to get 

attention, link to the brand, 
and motivate consumers

Creative 
Quality

• Upbeat music, brightly lit, 
fun mood

Tonal 
Congruence

• About school
Subject 

Congruence

• The Young Sheldon audience 
is likely to shop at, or at 
least not reject shopping at, 
Target

Audience 
Congruence
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Without clutter

Position 1 – Clutter from content

The rational information 
falls out of attention.

Viewer attention transitions to the upbeat story 
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Position 1 – Clutter from content

Notebooks are less fun, and 
are not seen positively.

Toys and sports equipment are 
fun and generate positivity.

Without clutter

The show influences how people view the cart
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Target's performance benefits from 
reduced advertising and content clutter
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• Strong overall ability to get 
attention, link to the brand, 
and motivate consumers

Creative 
Quality

• Somber music, muted lighting, 
dramatic story

Tonal 
Incongruence

• About a father and his son 
at school

Subject 
Congruence

• The Young Sheldon audience is 
likely to consider, or at least 
not reject, Whirlpool appliances

Audience 
Congruence

Case 2: Whirlpool
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Without clutter

Position 1 – Clutter from content

Thanks to Top-down attention, images that 
contrast with expectations are filtered out
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The most emotional moment comes 
from success with the cookies.

Position 1 – Clutter 
from content

The son's thank you note means more 
when there's a buffer after the content.

Position 2 – Clutter 
from content and ad

"Thank you for the cookies." "Thank you for being a good dad."

The close proximity of the Young Sheldon 
content creates a less emotional story
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The content makes Whirlpool’s strong ad 
into a poor performer
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• Weak overall ability to get 
attention, link to the brand, 
and motivate consumers

Creative 
Quality

• No music, even tone, 
brightly lit

Tonal 
Neutrality

• About a mom making dinner
Subject 

Neutrality

• The Young Sheldon audience 
is likely to consider, or at 
least not reject, Pace 
picante sauce

Audience 
Congruence

Case 3: Pace
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Position 1

Position 2

The content helps the product stand out
– could there be a western alignment?
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Position 2 – Clutter from 
content and ad

"Using fresh ingredients and Pace to 
make a great supper." 

"The crazy lady with the knife is 
making chicken!"

Viewers co-create a very different narrative when 
there is a buffer between the show and the ad

Position 1 – Clutter 
from content
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Young Sheldon viewers co-create a narrative 
that helps Pace become a much better ad.
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The frame of mind content puts viewers in can alter 
the story of an ad and how it is able to perform.

Tonal congruence or incongruence, can have more 
impact on an ad's performance in-context than subject 
congruence, or even creative quality.

Key Takeaways
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So what?
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As you evaluate advertising ROI, tonal alignment between 
programming and assets needs to be included in the 
analysis along with reach, audience composition, and 
creative quality.

When an ad doesn’t do well, can you account for context?

For Researchers
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When paying a premium to run on reduced ad-load 
programming, tonal congruence needs to play a key role in 
deciding whether or not to pay an additional premium for 
different placement options.

Given the reduced ad load of VOD, ads with tonal congruence 
can have significant impact in this programming, provided 
frequency is not at excessive levels.

For Advertisers
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Ad products and services continue to evolve (reduced ad 
loads, special shorter ad pods, alignment services that utilize AI, etc.), 

understanding tonal alignment needs to play a key role 
in that development.

For Content Providers 
and Media Channels
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